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Increases in revenue and profits compared to the same quarter of the previous year

• Increase in freight forwarding services, container handling in port transport services, overseas storage and transportation services due to recovery in imports 
and exports

• Increase in handling volumes in air transportation due to the impact of COVID-19

• Increase in handling volumes in healthcare logistics and solution logistics, which are our focus areas, due to starting operation of the new warehouse and the 
new logistics center

（1）Summary of Consolidated Financial Results



① Impact of COVID-19 ＋176

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in emergency air transportation to

maintain or review production system caused by supply chain disruption

⇧：Shift to air transport due to a shortage of ocean containers and 

soaring air freight rates

② Trend of cargo movements ＋222

⇧：Increase in ocean and air freight forwarding services

⇧：Increase in overseas storage and transportation services.

⇧：Increase in handling volume in logistics related to home 

appliances (including demand for Olympic and Paralympic Games)

⇧：Recovery of container handling in port transport services

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in healthcare logistics due to starting 

operation of the new warehouse

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in solution business due to starting 

operation of the new logistics center

⇧：Others

：＋110

： ＋66

： ＋85

： ＋65

： ＋18

： ＋10

： ＋18

： ＋14

： ＋12

③ Others （99）

⇩：Effect of having excluded Prime Cargo Group from the 

scope of consolidation

： (99)
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Increase in operating revenue of 29.9 billion yen compared to the same quarter of the previous year

• Increase in handling volumes in air transportation due to the impact of COVID-19

• Increase in freight forwarding, storage and transportation services due to recovery in imports and exports, and response to temporary increase in raw material and 
stock component by manufacturers

• Increase in handling volumes in healthcare logistics and solution logistics, which are our focus areas, due to starting operation of the new warehouse and the new 
logistics center

（2）Operating revenue
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① Impact of COVID-19 ＋22

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in emergency air transportation to  

maintain or review production system caused by supply chain disruption

⇧：Shift to air transport due to a shortage of ocean containers and 

soaring air freight rates

② Trend of cargo movements ＋29

⇧：Increase in ocean and air freight forwarding services

⇧：Increase in overseas storage and transportation services

⇧：Increase in handling volume in logistics related to home 

appliances (including demand for Olympic and Paralympic Games)

⇧：Recovery of container handling in port transport services

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in healthcare logistics due to starting 

operation of the new warehouse

⇩：Initial costs of the new warehouse in healthcare logistics 

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in solution business due to starting 

operation of the new logistics center

⇩：Rise in the diesel price 

：＋13

：＋9

：＋6

：＋6

：＋9

：＋6

：＋2

： (1)

：＋2

： (1)

③ Others （5）

⇧：Decrease in goodwill amortization 

⇩：System costs to digitalize our business processes

⇩：Effect of having excluded Prime Cargo Group from the 

scope of consolidation

：＋3

： (4)

： (4)

Increase in operating profit of 4.6 billion yen compared to the same quarter of the previous year, 
due mainly to the increase in operating revenue 

（3）Operating profit
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Financial profit/loss and Non-operating profit (loss) at about the same level as the same period of  FY2021

• Though interest expenses decreased due to reduction of interest-bearing debt, dividend income decreased due to sales of cross-shareholdings in FY2021.

• No extraordinary gains and losses occurred.

（4）Non-operating profit (loss)・Extraordinary gains/losses
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Cash flow from operating activities at about the same level as the same period of  FY2021
• Though our profits significantly increased, the payment of corporate taxes increased due to a gain on sales of investment securities in FY2021.

Implementation of strategic investments and returns to shareholders

• Partial payment for construction cost of Kanto P&M Center (Building B), a new warehouse for the exclusive use of healthcare logistics, which are one of our focus areas

• Increased dividend : End of the previous fiscal year 30 yen per share (up 5 yen YoY), This interim period 35 yen per share (up 10 yen YoY)  

(announced on November 4, 2021)

（5） Status of Cash flow
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Reduction of Interest-bearing debt and improvement of Equity ratio

• Increase in Trade receivables due to increase in handling volume and soaring air freight rates

• Decrease in Interest-bearing debt due to the repayment of debt

• Increase in Equity capital due to the recording of net income

（6） Status of Balance sheet
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Upward Revision of our full-year earnings forecast
Results for the third quarter in FY2022 exceeded the earnings forecast announced on November 4, 2021

• ＜Breakdown of upward revision of operating profit by 1.5 billion yen＞
＋0.9 bn yen: Increase in air transportation (shift from ocean transportation and increase in emergency transportation of components, etc.)
＋0.4 bn yen: Increase in freight forwarding, storage and transportation services (temporary increase in inventory of raw materials and stock component for manufacturers, etc.) 
＋0.2 bn yen: Others

（1） Forecast Overview for FY2022（Compared to the previous forecast）
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Both operating revenue and profit in the logistics business are expected to increase, while those in the real estate 
business are expected to be maintained at previous-year levels.

（2） Operating revenue and profit forecast by reportable segment   
（Compared to the previous period）
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① Impact of COVID-19 ＋18

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in emergency air transportation to  

maintain or review production system caused by supply chain disruption

⇧：Shift to air transport due to a shortage of ocean containers and 

soaring air freight rates

② Trend of cargo movements ＋30

⇧：Increase in ocean and air freight forwarding services

⇧：Increase in overseas storage and transportation services

⇧：Increase in handling volume in logistics related to home 

appliances (including demand for Olympic and Paralympic Games)

⇧：Recovery of container handling in port transport services

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in healthcare logistics due to starting 

operation of the new warehouse

⇩：Initial costs of the new warehouse in healthcare logistics

⇧：Increase in handling volumes in solution business due to starting 

operation of the new logistics center

⇩：Initial costs due to starting operation of the new logistics center

⇩：Rise in the diesel price 

：＋13

： ＋5

：＋ 7

：＋ 6

：＋ 9

：＋ 7

：＋ 2

： (1)

：＋ 3

： (2)

： (1)

③ Others （5）

⇧：Decrease in goodwill amortization 

⇩：System costs to digitalize our business processes

⇩：Effect of having excluded Prime Cargo Group from the scope of 

consolidation

：＋ 4

： (5)

： (4)

Expected increase in operating profit of 4.3 billion yen compared to the previous period

• Increase in handling volumes in air transportation due to the impact of COVID-19 ＋1.8 bn yen

• Increase in freight forwarding, storage and transportation services due to recovery in imports and exports ＋3.0 bn yen

（3）Operating profit for FY2022（Compared to the previous period）
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Neither fluctuations in non-operating profit (loss) nor extraordinary gains/losses are assumed. 

（4） Non-operating profit (loss)・Extraordinary gains/losses forecast for FY2022
（Compared to the previous period）
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Cash flows from operating activities is expected to be 23.5 billion yen, a 2.2 billion yen increase from the previous fiscal year.

Implementation of strategic investments and returns to shareholders

• Cash flows from investing activities is expected to be an outflow of 8.0 billion yen, a 8.8 billion increase from the previous fiscal year, due to partial payment for 
construction cost of Kanto P&M Center (Building B), a new warehouse for the exclusive use of healthcare logistics compared to FY2021 when cross-stockholdings 
had been sold.

• Cash flows from financing activities is expected to be an outflow of 14.5 billion yen due to dividends and repayment of interest-bearing debt.

（5）Cash flow forecast for FY2022（Compared to the previous period）
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Increase in total assets due to the execution of investments
• Increase in fixed assets due to the acquisition of both a new warehouse for the exclusive use of healthcare logistics and material handling equipment for a 

new distribution center

Decrease in interest-bearing debt

• Balance of interest-bearing debt as of March 31, 2022 is expected to be 96.0 billion yen due to the repayment of debt, and equity capital is expected to be 
74.3 billion yen due to the posting of net income.

（6）Balance sheet forecast at end of period
（Compared to the end of the previous fiscal year）


